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I'm a digital and print designer based in Brighton with over 10 years of agency and freelance experience
specialising in branding, web design and digital illustration.
For the past 2 years I have worked at Peregrine Communications in London, leading the Design Team
through the design process from conceptualisation to delivery. With services ranging from branding
through to video and photography, my role is to ensure outstanding execution and timely delivery.
I work directly with clients to translate their design vision, and am their main point of contact. I believe
that fostering good relationships can help get the most from a brief, allowing us to exceed expectations.
I have also kept up a freelance career which allows me to focus on different styles and approaches to
design. This variety has been invaluable in my development as a designer.
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P R E S E N T

Hired in 2015 as the Senior Designer, and promoted to Design Lead within 12 months
Manage 5 person Design Team, including delegating tasks and fostering creativity
Lead for all projects, with a full understanding of process for print, web development and client messaging
Main point of contact for all client liaison, advising clients on how to best tell their story
Attend external meetings to consult with clients and develop ideas
Collaborate with New York office and regularly work with internationally based clients
Pitch to clients and work across agency to ensure collaborative approach between teams
Oversee budgets and time allocation for projects ranging from £2k - £25k
Responsible for the artistic direction and execution of the Alan Howard Speaker Series – this involves
event promotion, event collateral and overseeing video team and photographers
Art Director for Gerber Communications, sister agency specialising in restaurants and lifestyle for clients
such as Wahaca, Bao and Caravan
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Senior designer in Marketing Team
Responsible for all brand output for 3 major publications
Managed my own time and up to 5 projects concurrently
Delivered microsites, infographics and ad campaigns for Samsung, Microsoft, Intel and others
Designed all supporting collateral for events on a regular basis for over 100 attendees

www.designw i th tom . com
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Designer and Developer, delivering on DVD and Blu-ray projects for Universal, Channel 4, BBC
Experience in video encoding and graphic animation
XML and Java development
Very deadline driven environment, requiring totally different styles and approaches to each project in
a consumer focussed industry

Freelance
O N G O I N G

Initially focussed on brand building, and designing logos for variety of clients
Used an online platform to sell my logo-design services, so that I would be able to build up portfolio in
branding. Designing for real people with real world challenges was part of the appeal
Designed logos for charities, travel business, theatre and an asset management firm
Progressed to offering full branding and web design & development services
Worked with clients in the NHS to re-brand them and design their websites. This involved liaising with
multiple stakeholders and being exclusively responsible for large scale projects
I used the opportunity to fully develop websites in HTML and PHP including a CMS, this required me to
learn PHP
Recently my freelance work has been focussed on designing infographics for the Royal College of
Physicians. These infographics have been distilled down from complex healthcare data, and designed to
tell a story aimed at the appropriate audience (clinicians vs patients)
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Ungraduate degree in Multimedia, Technology & Design.
Degree was highly varied, with modules including 3D modelling, Java and C# development, film and
compositing, print, photography, animation and biometrics
Awarded Rotary Award for achieving highest results
The complex variety of the degree has been instrumental in my career. It gave me the tools needed to
succeed at agency work, as I’m confident jumping between projects, and have the drive to keep learning
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Attended international school in Portugal from the age of 4 until 18
School followed international curriculum of GCSEs and International Baccalaureate
Fluent in Portuguese and basic Spanish
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